ADJECTIVE CLAUSES

EXERCISE 1 — page 16

1. Shawn knows the teacher
   who gave detention
2. Traditions return often to have disappeared
   that seem
3. Painter tried the match for color
   that was used before diving from falls
4. Feeling was the Gentry remembered that
5. I bought the desk which was in window
6. He put the hand under the table his gum had been stuck
7. Sally is the person who could apply possibly for the job
8. Officer was embarrassed the young gun fell from his holster
9. Lake was the fish they caught all of which was who his
10. City was the fish of which we visited the state the

EXERCISE 2 — page 16 (Answers will vary)

1. man is dad that you spoke to whom
2. card has been lost the she wrote that
3. They will be surprised by the man who is innocent
4. This is banana the gorilla wanted that

EXERCISE 3 — page 17

1. play was the bomb which the critic referred to which
2. horse fell the the race on which I bet
3. wall will absorb the lot of heat that the faces south
4. It is easy not to watch the clown who is depressed

EXERCISE 4 — page 17

1. play was the bomb which the critic referred to which
2. horse fell the the race on which I bet
3. wall will absorb the lot of heat that the faces south
4. It is easy not to watch the clown who is depressed
5. city was the fish of which we visited the state the
EXERCISE 1 — page 14

1. you should eat vegetables
   └── True
      └── certainly

Heather did What
   └── today was difficult
      └── very

3. meteorologists agreed that
   └── rain was expected

4. movie is good
   └── I would like to see today

5. I will give message the
   └── whoever comes to door the

6. We have scholarship for whoever is qualified

7. you say What
   └── is truth not the

8. books are Whose
   └── these is obvious

EXERCISE 2 — page 14 (Answers will vary)

EXERCISE 3 — page 15

1. She gave message whoever called the address is what

2. I do remember not

3. general needs What
   └── the is strategy a now

4. (you) Give books the to whoever can use them they will succeed how

5. I wonder

EXERCISE 4 — page 15

1. computer works a
   └── how is mystery this to me

2. Whoever wrote graffiti this will be punished

3. I know this was answer whether

4. We did know not

5. chance was at time
EXERCISE 1 — page 8

1. goal was to raise dollars
2. Gilda expected to pass class with ease
3. Seth decided to go to game by himself
4. To finish paper be tomorrow this will be difficult
5. He did dare to make trip alone
6. To win championship must be exciting
7. People attempted several rescue boy
8. Teacher tried several show ways of solving problem to us
9. Dorothy wanted to have all or it
10. To swing from rope over river can be challenging

EXERCISE 2 — page 8 (Answers will vary)

EXERCISE 3 — page 9

1. She will want to go
2. They wish to eat lunch
3. One is to go swim well
4. Everyone wanted to go to game
5. Ben has begun to check passports

EXERCISE 4 — page 9

1. Books need to be saved
2. Chris planned to run for president or class his
3. Workers hoped to get meal to a food
4. Jake wants to win game
5. He can learn to speak Spanish with ease
**EXERCISE 1 — page 10**

1. Wendy sets time to work.
2. This is not the best way to go to mall.
3. Work is to be done on desk.
4. Float broke down to be driven in parade.
5. They wired house to be demolished.

**EXERCISE 2 — page 10 (Answers will vary)**

1. Heimlich maneuver is method to learn.
2. I find it hard to stay cool.
3. Soccer is sport to watch.
4. Time has come to change attitude.
5. Teacher was thoughtful to explain reason for quiz.

**EXERCISE 3 — page 11**

1. House will be built on hill.
2. Don played game to win.
3. Theory is simple to understand.
4. Person is boss to speak my.
5. Information is to memorize on desk.

**EXERCISE 4 — page 11**

1. One must be clever to play chess.
2. Clouds were hard to see.
3. I am busy to go to game tonight.
4. Vocabulary is to learn in book.
5. Work is not easy to do.